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With the great changes of consumers’ attitude and the development of China's 
fashion industry, there has been a fierce development in men's fashion magazines in 
recent years，but the content is still with a strong flavor of western consumerism and 
hedonism. Homogeneity is still a serious problem of men's fashion magazines, which 
are lack of unique cultural positioning and core values. 
Magazine·Prestige, which is the first local elite men's fashion magazine . On the 
cultural orientation, the magazine firstly proposed point of view of "Elite & Fashion", 
advocated the revival of elite culture. In the mass media era, the spread of elite 
culture is in trouble. However, Magazine·Prestige integrates traditional elite culture 
into fashion and achieves a good response. But the paradigm of "Elite & Fashion" 
cultural transmission is still in exploratory stage. 
The research is carried out from two points, the first one is the development of men's 
fashion magazine and the second one is the spread of elite culture. We try to find 
their meeting points in this paper. The author firstly sorted out the history and 
present status of men's fashion magazines home and abroad. Then the author also 
reviewed the evolution of elite culture, described the marginalized dilemma and 
underlying causes of it. Through the case study of Magazine·Prestige, we find  
Magazine·Prestige'paradigm of "Elite & Fashion" cultural transmission has got a 
initial effect,then we make some suggestion as follows:Promoting the conjunction 
with target consumer;Diversifying the marketing strategy;Controlling during 
converging with mass culture. 
Finally, we sum up the history mission of men's fashion magazines about elite 
cultural transmission:Firstly,differentiating the culture orientation to lead local men's 
magazine breakout;Regress to intellectual men's view and figure image of local 
men;Leading elite culture revival and rebuilding humanistic spirit value. 
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